tower") and a lack of social conviviality, where "for the low-income families with children -particularly those on welfare or suffering pathological disorder -the high-rise apartment building is to be strictly avoided" (Newman 1972: 195) . With the exception of Rainwater who recognized the influence of societal "indifference and hostility " (1970: 3) to the racial and economic marginalization of residents, early attempts to account for modern high-rise failures through "defensible space" and "failed architecture" were generally divorced from questions regarding their political, economic, and social context. Others have since argued that beyond defensible design, other elements like the preponderance of high youth densities "set in motion...the downward spiral of physical and social conditions in public housing" (Bradford Hunt 2009: 180) .
Discourses linking physical environments and social characteristics live on in the current pro-demolition policy language employed by the US Housing and Urban Development (HUD) program, "Home Ownership and Opportunity for People Everywhere" (HOPE VI) (Goetz 2003 (Goetz , 2013 Hackworth 2005) , which also determines implosion policies for Puerto Rico due to the island's "Free Associated State status" 1, which leaves most financial power and political leverage in the hands of the HUD. The unique political, legal, and institutional arrangement linking Puerto Rico to the USA began in 1898 and led to the creation of five local Public Housing Authority (PRPHA) offices in 1938 in an attempt to create decent housing for low-income urban workers (Dinzey Flores 2007: 470-5) . Since then, the island's housing program (consolidated and centralized in 1957) has continued to be financially dependent on federal subsidies and is legally required to follow the USA's shifting urban development and housing priorities. Therefore, when HUD adopted the "revitalization and mixed income" program HOPE VI in the early 1990s as a way to transform "severely distressed" public housing in the USA by altering their physical shape and introducing market rents and tenant-based vouchers, the PRPHA followed suit. A joint commission set up between HUD and PRPHA in 1991 determined that due to their rundown state and an institutional lack of maintenance funds, all the island's tall public housing buildings should be demolished. High-rises like Las Gladiolas (see below, "Situating Las Gladiolas") were to be replaced by low-density, mixed-income "walk-up" apartments, seen now as the correct social and architectural solution to the problems that had come to be associated with large multifamily complexes. HOPE VI policy was thus founded upon the fundamental (recycled) belief that environmental design can act as a panacea for larger social problems. But, as argued both within the US and UK contexts, the language of "mixed" communities has been a deceptive tool that hides an underlying "moral underclass perspective" (Lees 2013: 5) as well as making invisible the harsher rules it imposes upon the reduced public housing resident population of the new "mix" (Pfeiffer 2006 ).
The media have also played a predominant role in spreading these socioenvironmental principles (see Feldman and Stall 2004; Lees 2013; Venkatesh 2000) , representing public housing as deficient or dangerous through textual and visual "regimes of truth" (Foucault and Gordon 1980) that appear "natural." In Boston and Chicago, for example, the environment and geographies of public housing buildings and neighborhoods were relentlessly linked to residents depicted in denigrating race-and class-based terms as "others" (Pfeiffer 2006; Vale 2002) . Similarly, on the day of the demolition of one of Puerto Rico's most "infamous" public housing towers (Las Acacias), one local reporter said that "if it were not for the island's 324 public housing projects, or 25% of its residents, violent crime in Puerto Rico would decrease by 80%" (Albertelli 2000) . The same day, it was first insinuated that Las
Gladiolas would face the same fate. A year later, the then governor Sila M.
Calderón confirmed "that buildings like Las Gladiolas would be demolished or replaced, rather than rehabilitated, because of their state of deterioration" (Rivera Marrero 2001) . Although this would not be officially approved by HUD for another four years, her statement marked Las Gladiolas as a stand-in ("buildings like Las Gladiolas") for problematic projects in general. Framing public housing space and its residents as "a problem" has the additional effect of implicitly validating paternalistic behavior by policy-makers (as "saviors"), of obscuring the negative effects of demolition as an authoritative intervention, and of disrespecting residents and undermining their confidence or willingness to participate in political activism (which then limits their ability to return to the new communities) (Hackworth 2005: 46; Lees 2013; Pfeifer 2006 Gladiolas as a controversial place (Fernández Arrigoitia 2010).
[txt]My overarching approach to Las Gladiolas' deterioration and demolition is inspired instead by geographical work that extends an understanding of the home to include multiple spatial, temporal, political, and psychic/subjective scales and combines a recognition of the social and material interrelations of the home with imaginary realms; with the political at different scales; the subjective and collective; and the past, present, and future (Blunt and Dowling 2006: 27; Brickell 2012a Brickell , b, 2014 Caluya 2010) . Rethinking the home and the ways it is unmade along such multiscalar geographies allows for an analysis of the deteriorated lifts and stairs as building technologies that contain and evoke past and present personal and community struggles, articulated through narratives of racialized, gendered, and class-based senses of place.
These temporal and spatial interrelations do not tend to appear in the mostly impact-driven housing literature discussed previously. In fact, beyond their special place in theories of "defensible space," stairs and lifts have rarely been the focus of any social science study on home, displacement, or demolition.
Lifts, however, have increasingly featured in emerging studies of vertical geographies and vertical urbanism. This is linked to a wider turn in cultural, human, and "critical" geographies of architecture (Jacobs 2006; Kraftl 2010; Law 1999; Lees 2001; Llewellyn 2003) that pay attention to the production, experience, and negotiation of affect at the level of individual buildings.
Verticality studies are also indebted to a materialist "non-representational" turn within "new" geographies of architecture (Anderson and Harrison 2010; Anderson and Wylie 2009; Bennett 2010; Hetherington and Munro 1997; Kirsch 2013 ) that considered materials to have "non-human vitality" that can be active and co-constitutive of geographies, places, sites, and spaces, as well as of articulations of identity and difference. "Vital materialists" draw from an agential understanding of materiality developed in "Actor-Network
Theory"(ANT) and Science and Technology Studies (STS) (Latour 2005) whereby nonhuman entities (like the component parts of a building) have a priori an agency equivalent to that of humans, that is, the capacity to make other actors act. This socio-technical understanding of the way architecture is produced, lived, and inscribed with meaning allows us to view lifts and stairs non-reductively through their "networked meanings, values situated in a political world, with political grammars and aesthetics" (Tolia-Kelly 2013: 157).
Urban theorists operating broadly within this "vital materialist" perspective have further argued that structural breakdowns or failures (of things like lifts and stairs) are a natural rather than anomalous part of the city system, where the constantly disregarded human acts of maintenance are "the means by which the constant decay of the world is held off" (Graham and Thrift 2007: 1) , and that it is precisely when things stop working that they become visible and present. This has led to important discussions regarding the relevance of the invisible maintenance of social housing to the successful operations of those estates (Church and Gale 2000; Jacobs and Cairns 2011; Strebel 2011: 244; Yuen et al. 2006 ) and indeed to residents' everyday sense of security and confidence (Baxter and Lees 2009). I will address this in relation to the de facto demolition of Las Gladiolas (see below, "The Multiple Scales of Stairs and Lifts"). The significance of potential breakdown and disintegration to the life of urban physical entities like buildings was echoed by Jacobs and her collaborators (2011; 2006: 3; Jacobs and Cairns 2011; Jacobs et al. 2007 ) when they argued that the failure or success of modernist social housing high-rises as physical structures (labeled "big things" and "building events") is a direct result of the myriad, but generally invisible, economic, political, cultural, and environmental factors that enable them to either remain standing (and get framed within narratives of high-rise "success") or to get deteriorated and dismantled (and depicted as high-rise "failure"). This is particularly relevant to Las Gladiolas, whose demonized buildings and its component parts were entangled with symbolic questions of what an appropriate urban home and habitation should be.
Vital materialism, however, still requires the inclusion of human emotions vis-à-vis building technologies; of more plural senses of human subjectivity and immateriality alongside the materiality of architectural form, or a more complex "geography of big things" that brings together the subjective (and contradictory) emotionality evoked by the experience of buildings and the affective geographies that relate to the embodiment, bodily comportment, and sensory perceptions of buildings (Rose et al. 2010: 343) . Lees and [tx]In Las Gladiolas, the subjective emotional geographies of the deterioration of lifts and stairs are inseparable from histories of "othering" public housing homes and residents. In the context of their collective anti-displacement struggle, technological disrepair can be understood as part of "personal and intrasubjective emotional ecosystems" 2 (Till 2012: 10) that stretch back in time, connecting historical exclusions to the present. Below, a brief foray into the inception of public housing high-rises in the island contextualizes those relationships.
[a]Situating Las Gladiolas: High-rise Promise and Homeownership Placido is pictured as progressing up the ladder. The article points out the differences between the two dwellings and describes the fresh breezes and views of the latter an improved form of living (Magruder 1961) . Source:
Archivo Histórico Fundación Luis Muñoz Marín.
[txt]After the 1960s, the high-rise condominio (condominium) introduced a new kind of public housing typology, promising pragmatic, land-conscious solutions that could offer more units faster to a growing urban population. Like the preceding "low-rises," these condominiums would serve as managed socio-spatial training grounds where, amongst other things, women would be taught "proper" middle-class modes of domestic behavior, including the correct usage of their modern home technologies (Fernández Arrigoitia 2010).
These tall buildings, designed to offer an alternative form of habitability to
Puerto Rican tropical conditions, were also built during a time of significant technological developments and tied to specific narratives of national modernization and economic improvement. Las Gladiolas, the second and largest of its kind, was completed in two phases between 1970 and 1974. Its four towers, between 17 and 19 stories high, followed the quick and inexpensive pre-fabricated assembly methods of the time. The earliest Gladiolas residents were individuals resettled from the nearby barrios (i.e. slums) of Tokío, Nemesio Canales, and Buenos Aires, which were razed to make way for new highways and urban renewal in the new "model city" center of Hato Rey (Planificación 1970 ).
The continued existence of high levels of unemployment, an increasingly unequal income distribution, and other factors, such as the abandonment of economic redistribution programs, meant that the policy of socioeconomic integration through transition-based housing made homeownership and the "American way of life" mythical for most (Cotto Morales 2007; Rigual 1962; Safa 1964; Sepúlveda 1997) . Most public housing residents and their housing structures were gradually re-signified from hopeful to criminal and abject, with newspapers communicating a growing popular anxiety over their apparent "failure" through images and discourses of criminality and deviance that recalled earlier demonizations of urban shantytowns. The buildings were now depicted not as a promise of modernity, but as "cement slums," as "scenes of abandonment, dirt and apathy" produced by residents involved in gang-crime, delinquency, alcoholism, gunfights, and drug trafficking (Berrios 1986a, b; El Mundo 1973) .
During the 1980s, Las Gladiolas was cast as San Juan's urban center of "drug wars, trafficking and prostitution," "the place were even ambulances and firefighting crews refused to venture in," a place of "blood and death" -inherently marked by crime and in need of interventions like police raids, CCTV, entrance checkpoints, and separator walls. These stigmatizations were combined with a dominant "ghetto talk" (Blomley 2004: 90) [tx]Echoing Newman's (1972) theories of defensible space, Laboy identifies over-densification as a problem when combined with the tenants' culture or lack thereof ("the different places from where these people were taken").
Mentioning these "different places" discursively "others" the buildings and residents through its spatial referent, implicitly understood as the racialized, class-based, and gendered slums that preceded them. It also puts the blame both on density and on the culturally deficient nature of some public housing residents. Crucial, then, is this second layer of internal "othering" where a clear distinction is made between "good versus bad" residents and familiesthose who contribute to criminality and stagnancy on one side and those who were "good" and involuntarily caught in a context of generalized depravity on the other -an internal typecasting also used by residents and the media, as I will discuss in more detail below.
[a]The Multiple Scales of Stairs and Lifts
[b]Personal and Memory Spaces
[tx]Since demolition was announced in 2006 and relocation officially got underway, the elevators of Las Gladiolas were increasingly and, many thought, conveniently out of order. In my year of fieldwork, the elevators of two Gladiolas towers never (or hardly ever) worked, whereas those in the other two worked sporadically. At every level, their external metallic doors were at least dented and scratched. In the year I spent visiting, I never rode one, partially due to my fear of it getting stuck, but mainly because they were not in working order. For anyone living above a first floor, these "vertical people movers" (Graham and Hewitt 2013: 83) were an important everyday mechanism through which to reach their homes.
[txt]As an icebreaker of sorts, it was usually one of the first things brought up whenever I came around, opening up conversations with and amongst neighbors about their hardships and discontent. Complaints ranged from the lifts' outright malfunction to their putrid conditions or nauseating urine smells. have dinner and come back down to spend time with her friends in the courtyard, or visit people she knew in their apartments. Now, the treks left her without the energy or desire to do so, even when it was still relatively early.
She therefore stayed indoors and alone for much longer than she used to, which depressed her. Still, she remained put and resisted relocation because she had realized that housing officials "who live in houses" did not really care about public housing residents, and that they had been dishonest in their stated intentions to provide better homes or improve the conditions of
Gladiolas.
An important example of what many described as their "agony" was Mirta, the last resident occupying the eighth floor of her tower. This single mother of three, who was also the outspoken leader of the resident activist organization "Gladiolas Vive" (GV, on which more below), had been confined to a wheelchair for months due to a knee operation. In order to carry out necessary daily errands or even see anyone in the common areas, she sometimes had to resort to calling firefighters to carry her down the stairs.
This was an incredibly laborious process that could take up to an hour. Once done with her day, she would then have to wait for enough residents, friends, or family members to be around to lift her back up.
Another lifetime resident who lived with one of her daughters and some grandchildren rarely left her apartment because of the ordeal it entailed. In her eighties already, she described this "voluntary" seclusion with an attitude that was at once sad and angry. In her many years in the towers, she had lived in at least three different apartments and become part of a community. Now, because of the broken lifts, she had to rely almost entirely on her family and was unable to interact with her decreasing number of neighbors. When describing her pain, she elaborated on the stories of other residents who were believed to have suffered heart attacks or committed suicide because of the growing sense of desolation. According to her, the run-down conditions had catalyzed a chain of physical and deeply affecting emotional events: decaying technologies led to concerns over personal and community safety that pushed residents further into the space of their apartments, which led to further deterioration and personal sense of loneliness, dreadful feelings of fear and entrapment.
As people left and informal social controls weakened, the personal sense of insecurity increased. For some of the residents interviewed, this generated a kind of internal "fortress mentality" (Caldeira 2000) leading them to devise and install do-it-yourself security devices. One woman wrapped a wire around her front doorknob and attached it to crystal bottles that would fall and crash in the event of a break-in. If necessary, she would defend herself with a machete [txt]But perhaps the most dramatic of all consequences was the accidental death (by electrocution) of a neighbor as he carried a refrigerator up to his apartment in a guinche -a replacement goods-elevator placed temporarily behind each tower for housing relocations (see Figure 5) . The peculiar twist of this story is that while the guinche's main purpose was to facilitate displacement and moving out, the individuals involved in the accident had been subverting its use to bring in a refrigerator. They had avoided trying to get it up the stairs. Owning this new domestic appliance, a literal piece of the home, was not benign since spending money on household goods has come to symbolize residents' cheating the system and "staying put," rather than acquiring a home. In public housing, these items often represent inhabitants' skipping the steps towards the most important act of consumption of all: the acquistion of a house. But for residents, not reporting income increase and using disposable income freely was also a way to exercise agency and redefine public housing space for themselves as permanent homes. Rather than "ascend" according to the middle-class homeownership model, many felt a strong and unexpected sense of community safety and belonging, which impelled them to want to stay (Dinzey Flores 2007) . In this slightly more complex light, a refrigerator conspicuously exposed in a broken elevator, then, is both an affront to the discipline required of public housing tenants and an active and resistant display of the home. The guiche. Source: Author.
[txt]Residents who spoke about the elevator breakdown often slipped into narratives about the past, when those technologies worked. But these "good old times" were associated with other kinds of difficulties. Specifically, it reminded them of when public spaces were under the control of drug lords and their young dealers. One neighbor recalled how she would be charged a daily fee to use the lifts as a form of wanted or unwanted protection. Another remembered being forced to pay even after having to run across the public yard in the middle of a shoot-out. Taking the stairs, as an alternative, was not altogether safe either because dealers or junkies would frequently occupy them. Many mothers in particular spoke about the anxiety that this violent environment inspired. They would live in constant worry, nervous that their children could become involved with the drug world. But for others, like Maria, who had also experienced those fears and anxieties, the current deteriorated conditions of the buildings made her feel even more nervous and insecure.
She neither revered nor glorified delinquent figures. Instead, she recalled stories of banal everyday conviviality that tied her sense of security to homely practices of "respect" (like saying "good morning") that were no longer there.
Nearly all residents I spoke with distanced themselves rhetorically from those "bad" influences of the past, yet those criminals who also happened to be their next-door neighbors were felt to be better than the current environment of repression enforced by the state and deterioration. While such memories evoke nuance and ambiguity, the "us versus them" classificatory system that distinguishes good from bad residents is also firmly in place. Narrating the past life of elevators and stairs provoked uneasy emotions and conjured complicated stories of comfort and loss, which were not purely nostalgic and revealed the complexity of community life (see forthcoming Fernández
Arrigoitia 2014).
[b]Legal and Technical Spaces
[tx]Above, we saw how lifts being "out of order" (Graham and Thrift 2007) constituted a major disturbance to the taken for granted spatial and social flows of everyday life. Their absent materiality was painfully palpable and alongside deteriorating stairs had deep isolating social impacts. The embodied interaction with lifts and stairs and the memories prompted by them brought to the fore some of the emotional elements integrally linked to their materiality. Residents also saw the frequency with which lifts broke down and the long waits for repair as a deliberate disregard meant to push them out of their homes by making routine life difficult, if not unbearable.
[txt]This became a regular complaint of Gladiolas Vive (GV), the resident organization set up in early 2006, immediately after demolition was announced, to communicate with external individuals, groups, and the media;
to meet regularly in the community center to discuss the latest news and plan future strategies; to organize frequent protests and demonstrations on the streets; and to participate in public hearings and a range of social movement events. GV also allied itself with the University of Puerto Rico's pro-bono legal assistance clinic to wage the first class-action lawsuit of its kind in the island against both local and federal housing authorities, claiming that there had been a lack of required consultation with residents in the development of the application for demolition approval, and that the bad maintenance displayed by the private "American Management" company was directly and intentionally linked to the determination of demolishing Las Gladiolas. This conscious disrepair is also called a de facto demolition -a claim pursued in many similar cases across the USA since the 1980s and generally understood to mean
[ex]repeated patterns of neglect, physical deterioration, tenant complaints, difficulties keeping the project fully occupied, deliberate decisions not to rent vacant units, and judgment to consolidate the remaining tenants into some portions of the project while leaving the rest of the units vacant and boarded up. (Clayton-Powell 1994: 887) [txt]The argument is that if a building ends up warranting a demolition approval because units became physically obsolete, then it can be considered a violation of the housing authorities' federal statutory requirements of tenant protection (Goetz 2013: 54; Pfeiffer 2006: 48) . While residents can sue local housing authorities and HUD, the legal interpretation of strategic intent (to demolish) in a situation of disrepair is controversial in US courts and difficult to prove. In the five-year-long case of Las Gladiolas, local and appeals courts eventually ruled in favor of the housing authorities. My interest, however, is not in that outcome or the validity of its legal statements but rather on how, alongside activism, the deterioration of stairs and lifts became players in it.
Both sides of the lawsuit introduced the functionality of elevators as part of their official evidence against one another. Residents like Arcadio -a longterm and much respected community leader -used their opportunity to provide testimony about intentional neglect by asserting facts like "out of the ten elevators, only two are partially working" (Cerezo 2008: 21) . By inserting this kind of technical statement, he was drawing on lessons learnt years earlier when the PRPHA had begun using the language of "Total Development
Cost" (TDC), the mathematical cap point fixed by HUD to determine rehabilitation or demolition, in order to argue that remodeling Las Gladiolas exceeded the 90 percent TDC limit, thus making razing inevitable. Indeed, in interviews I conducted with housing authority personnel, architects, and engineers, TDC was often quoted to explain to me the "objective" validity of the Gladiolas demolition. After an official investigation by San Juan's
Commission of Municipal Development of the House of Representatives found the TDC to be "unsubstantiated," Arcadio seized that opportunity by rallying residents to gather many amateur images of all elevators and stairs, as well as soliciting independent studies from an architect and structural engineer to offer counter-evidence about the costs and possibilities of rehabilitation. While these efforts did not have any legal consequences, it did bring the importance of focusing on the technical and financial aspects of deterioration of lifts and stairs into activist dynamics.
In subsequent depositions, the elevators were described by the PRPHA as "public monies wasted in favour of these residents'...self-inflicted actions" (Defendants 2008: 2-6) . The use of the word "waste" in this argument was not innocent. First, it moves the discussion away from the lifts' technical deficiencies and frames them as a welfare device. This conflation tacitly places the residents in the position of the non-deserving poor, evoking and tapping into the popular imaginary of the vilified welfare-dependent subject who is inherently blameworthy. This sentiment was echoed to me in an interview by PRPHA's then director:
[ex]In the particular case of Las Gladiolas, we repaired an elevator which cost me twelve thousand dollars to fix. Five minutes later they'd broken it. It was as simple as grabbing one of those pools you can put in corridors, one of those they sell in K-Mart; they put it there, emptied it and the water that fell, "Pap!", broke our elevator. And then they talk about community...
[txt]By making residents responsible for the elevators' disruptions while asserting the housing authority's ownership of the machines ("our elevators"), his paternalistic portrayal of the technological failure questions the very nature of Las Gladiolas as a cohesive "community." The discourse reimposes the logic of responsibility onto residents themselves who are depicted as incapable, given their lack of middle-class adaptation, of managing their own homes. By mentioning "K-Mart" 3 as "the kind of store" where residents would buy the culpable inflatable pools, he employs a highly class-conscious discourse in what I call a "politics of blame" that conjures up images of the lower classes' consumption of cheap goods. This discredits residents in a way that again goes back to the sense of gendered, class-based, and racialized disorder historically linked to the elimination of urban slums. In this way, government actions like demolition are implicitly reframed as inevitable altruism. Like the "objective" TDC, framing maintenance neglect in financial terms (the director went on to tell me "there's not enough money in the world" to continue repairing those elevators) alongside references to residents' noncommunal, abject or uneducated characteristics provided an additional justification for demolition. But residents were aware of this financial logic and used it as well, for opposite purposes, by publicly foregrounding the exact cost of repairs that the government was refusing to pay for over a six-month period (in one media statement, it was US$41,000), thereby quantifying neglect and translating the tactical pressure to force them to abandon their homes into a literal figure.
For activist residents and their supporters, the deterioration of lifts provided an important collective narrative of neglect and injustice and made the de facto demolition manifest; whereas for the authorities, they symbolized the culpable nature of the Las Gladiolas community in their own demise. As part of the legal and technical discourses, these contrary uses of the materiality of elevators were integral and instrumental to the development of the terms and parameters of the conflict over displacement.
[b]Representational Spaces
[tx]As discussed earlier, public housing has featured centrally in media discourses as an excluded space of socio-physical marginality, with its buildings and residents constructed through narratives of failure and success.
They have been particularly linked to representations of criminality and deviance, as well as inhospitable deterioration and disrepair. But, in Puerto Rico, these discourses also existed alongside more "benevolent" and resident-friendly accounts. These apparent contradictory messages were able to coexist because, since the times of the slums' eradication, the media has contributed to larger national narratives that, on the one hand, linked fear and crime to destitution in certain places (like slums and, later, public housing) and its residents; while on the other, it revered the "humble" and "good" residents of those same places as unique models within an otherwise corrupt environment, deserving a helping hand. This was evident, for instance, in the "Comunidad" (community) section of the island's most important newspaper, El Nuevo Dia, which was set up (in theory) to remove poverty from its discursive "criminal" milieu and recast it as something that also existed along the less violent axes of humility and perseverance. The column usually presented a (usually female), positive, and more colorful "face" of poverty, at the same time that crime and violence continued to be covered in other sections of the same newspaper, keeping with the old associations to public housing. The section revered and exalted the "communities" being portrayed, while tacitly domesticating, condemning, and infantilizing them in highly gendered, racialized, and class-based terms. Like the "good versus bad" resident classifications described earlier, this discursive double-take allows for a narrative of some exceptional goodness to exist in a way that perpetuates the dominant paternalist system of assistance while justifying interventions like police incursions and resettlement.
[ [txt]Like many others, the images published of that raid created a picture of the towers as a menacing enormity to be controlled through military order. The visual show of force vis-à-vis the spatial referents of deviance sealed the discourse of criminality. This stance contrasts with one peculiar but widely covered story from 2001, when the two police guards stationed at Las
Gladiolas delivered a woman's baby in the hallway of the fifteenth floor after the elevator breakdown had forced her to walk up all those stairs. The birth had to take place in the corridor, with a blanket brought by some neighbors, next to her crying two-year-old, because the faulty elevator made it impossible to get her to a hospital in time. After delivery, the grandmother descended the stairs with the baby in her arms, while the police carried the mother down.
Even though I was told a few times in confidence that the "Mano Dura"' police had fathered and abandoned a number of the community's babies, here they were presented as the brave and benevolent "helping hand," saving women's lives. While this was a remarkable one-off scenario, the exceptional element highlighted was the policemen's actions rather than the conditions under which the labor took place. The broken elevators, the need to walk up and down fifteen flights of stairs, and the police presence were all presented unquestionably as the natural constitutive setting of Las Gladiolas.
In the year 2004-5, once debates over demolition had already entered the public domain, lifts began to feature regularly and centrally in stories with headlines such as "Elevators will be in service in 48 hours," "Gladiolas residents relieved," "Residents protest for lack of elevators," "Sick of not being able to go down and up." In all of these, the language used expressed and evoked strong senses of indignation over the state of their living space. In one story (see Figure 6 ) the two leaders of Gladiolas Vive were featured complaining about a compounded lack of basic services (elevators and water). The leaders were already adept at using elevator breakdown in the media and other filters, such as in an anti-relocation documentary film, to provoke indignation for the de facto demolition being pursued -to produce an emotional and affective politics of blame. The two community leaders, Mirta and Arcadio are pictured in front of faulty domestic technologies.
[txt]In this story, the images are meant to denote a "personal" home (through Mirta's laundry room and Arcadio's caring domestic activity, pushing a child)
as well as a politicized homely domain, tied in to processes of displacement.
But other paradoxical domestications take place in those images that hark back to public housing histories and the "othering" depiction of its residents, which have the effect of restituting binaries. By picturing Mirta's body in front of a broken-down washing machine and Arcadio's figure caring for a child in front of a faulty elevator, the dysfunctional technologies get linked to the narrative repertoire of public housing residents' modern inadaptability. While the traditional tenets of "the domestic" get challenged and politicized in these representations, the rebellious role of both activists is also being domesticated and depoliticized by, on the one hand, "feminizing" Arcadio in his caring role and, on the other, re-situating residents as dependent on the help of others (i.e. the maintenance authorities). This mixed message is not unlike those of the "Comunidad" section described earlier. In the end, then, even though the story featured the activists as the agents of recriminations accusing the government of neglectful maintenance, the subjects responsible for the technological demise remain vague.
[a]Conclusions would make the final point that framing public housing demolition as home unmaking offers a more appropriate language that helps to capture persistent histories of urban displacement and politicizes the technical "implosion" by incorporating the emotional and embodied dimensions of the breakdown of homes. Far from neutral, it centers subjective experiences of how physical dwelling space is unmade. But, as above, it is important to bear in mind that that the unmaking of home described here is inextricably tied to processes of homemaking as well. Las Gladiolas was evidently a case where materials, spaces, and temporalities expanded and refracted in ways that were expressive of a particular current political struggle. But together these were also creating new and shifting representations and understandings of the personal and collective home.
[a]Notes 
